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Fill in the blank questions in canvas

Create a question that has multiple spaces so students can type their answers. You can create a statement with multiple executable banks as shown in this lesson, or you can use the same steps to create a list. If the Questions tab is selected inside the new quiz [1], click New Question [2]. Quiz questions are not automatically numbered for instructors. To
add a custom name to a quiz question, enter a name in the question text box [1]. Custom names can help you identify quiz questions more easily. Regardless of the name of the question, students always see quiz questions in numerical order (i.e. first question, second question). Click the drop-down menu and select the question type Fill Multiple Spaces [2].
Enter the number of points worth the question (quiz totals are calculated on the basis of the total number of questions) [3]. Note: The quiz point values support up to two decimal places. Entering more than two decimal places rounds the point value to the nearest century. Type your question in the Rich Content Editor question box. You can also use a rich
content editor to include video, picture, math equations, or flash activities. Note: Fill in the many-space issues that contain tables may not display some question content when you view students. Now replace the words students should enter into the question with reference words. Reference words should be surrounded by brackets and should not contain
spaces, dots, or other non-alphanumeric characters. When you place a word in parentheses, populate the word in the Show possible answers drop-down menu. For example, red has been replaced [color1] and blue has been replaced [color2]. The student does not receive a full credit response if it is left blank, misspelled or is incorrect. For each drop-down
unit, instructors must try to take into account all possible correct responses that a student can provide. At present, responses to fill-in spaces are not case sensitive. A partial credit is assigned if only one of the fields is filled in correctly. Select the first reference word from the drop-down list, and in the Possible answer boxes, type different versions [1].
Optionally, you can add comments for each reply [2]. To add additional answer fields, click Add New Reply [3]. Note: If the student does not enter any possible response but still provides a valid answer, instructors may have to manually grade to recover lost points. To create associated responses, select a different item from the drop-down menu. Repeat as
many reference words as your question. In the reply comments fields, you can give feedback to students. To leave feedback on a specific response, click the comment field below [1]. You can also create general answer comments for the quiz question, which is [2] Students who choose the right answer will see feedback in the green comment field. Students
who choose the wrong answer will see feedback in the red comment field. All students will see feedback in the blue comment field. Note: Any relevant feedback will be visible as soon as the quiz is submitted and cannot be hidden from students. You can expand the size of each text box by clicking and dragging the handle in the lower-right corner of the text
box. This is what students see when they meet the Fill-in-Multiple-Blanks question. If you allow students to see the right answers, they will see the correct answers marked with the correct answer flag [1]. Their wrong answer is marked with a red flag [2] and the correct answer marked with a grey flag [3]. Partial credit is granted when some blanks are duly
completed [4]. In the quiz, you can create one blank question. If the Questions tab is selected inside the new quiz [1], click New Question [2]. Quiz questions are not automatically numbered for instructors. To add a custom name to a quiz question, enter a name in the question text box [1]. Custom names can help you identify quiz questions more easily.
Regardless of the name of the question, students always see quiz questions in numerical order (i.e. first question, second question). Click the drop-down menu and select Fill blank question type [2]. Enter the number of points worth the question (quiz totals are calculated on the basis of the total number of questions) [3]. Note: The quiz point values support up
to two decimal places. Entering more than two decimal places rounds the point value to the nearest century. To create a blank fill question, you need to enter the following details: question text (you can use the Rtf Content Editor to include video, pictures, math equations, or flash actions) Possible answers text answer to reply comments under each answer
(possible answers are all green and/or at the end of the question) Currently, the blank answers are not case sensitive. The only way a student can get an answer wrong is if it's left blank or the answer is misspelled. You can click Add New Reply to add as many different correct answer versions as possible. Possible answers are limited to 80 characters. Note:
If the student does not enter any possible response but still provides a valid answer, instructors may have to manually grade to recover lost points. In the reply comments fields, you can give feedback to students. To leave feedback on a specific response, click the comment field below [1]. You can also create general response comments to the quiz question
as a whole [2]. Students who choose the right answer will see feedback in the green comment field. Students who choose the reply displays feedback in the red comment field. All students will see feedback in the blue comment field. Note: Any relevant feedback will be visible as soon as the quiz is submitted and cannot be hidden from students. You can
expand the size of each text box by clicking and dragging the handle in the lower-right corner of the text box. This is what students see when they meet a question to fill in the quiz. Students will see if their answer is correct, as indicated by the green flag [1]. If you allow students to see the right answers, they will see all the potentially correct answers (if any)
after the quiz is presented. Students will see if their answer is wrong, as shown by the red flag [1]. If you allow students to see the right answers, they will see all the potentially correct answers that the gray flag [2] will show after the quiz is presented. When you create an estimate, you can create blank question execution in new quizzes. Blank questions that
you fill can contain multiple blank spaces and contain different answer types. Each empty space is given a point value calculated by dividing the possible points by the number of spaces. The correct discount rate is given to this point value, and points are not subtracted from incorrect responses. For example, fill in a blank question with four spaces that are
worth 1 point to a point value of 0.25 for each blank. If the student chooses two correct answers and two incorrect answers, they will be given a total of 0.50 points for the question. You can also fill in blank questions to create a new question. To create a question, click Add anywhere in the evaluation. Click Fill Blank. In the Question Title box [1], enter the title
of the question. The titles of the question are voluntary and are not visible to students. In the Question Stem field [2], add the stalk of the question. The question stem contains additional instructions and information to fill in the blank question. With a rich content editor, you can format and add content to your question strain. Note: The question vart is not used
to add blank space to your Fill Blank Question. To start filling in a blank question, type the statement in the Extract Type box. Highlight a word or group of words [1] to create a blank space. Then click the Create Blank Space button [2], or press the Enter key. View empty space. You can create multiple blank spaces in one issue. To create a new empty space,
highlight a new word or group of words. In the Answer type [1] menu, select the type of response to use for empty space [2]. Fill in the blank answer types for the open record [2], drop-down [3] or Word Bank [4]. For answer types for an open record, you must select Text Match from the Text Match menu. The following options available: contains [1]: allows
the text to be used anywhere in the student response. Close enough [2]: Uses the distance of Levenshtein to determine whether the answer is close enough to the correct answer. Levenshtein distance is the number of character changes required to change one word to another. You can ignore the case. Exact match [3]: Requires uppercase letters and
spelling to match accurately. Specify the correct answers [4]: Specifies that each accepted response uses regular expressions for a custom match. Regular expression match [5]: Requires the use of special text strings that describe search patterns. Not recommended for beginners. For the drop-down list and Word Bank answer types, enter the answer
options in the Possible options [1] boxes. Click [2] next to the correct answer. Click Add Reply [3] to add additional answers. To delete a reply, click the Delete icon [4]. If you want students to be able to use a screen calculator for this question, select the Show screen calculator [1] check box. If you select this option, you can enable the master calculator [2] or
the Scientific Calculator [3]. The basic calculator displays numbers and basic math functions (aggregation, subtraction, multiplication, division). The scientific calculator displays more options for advanced calculations. Note: The Screen Calculator option is designed to be used when you display one question at a time. If the evaluation doesn't see one question
at a time, students can use the calculator for all questions. If you want to save a question that can be used in other ratings, you can add it to the item bank. To add a question to the Commodity Bank, click Add to Bank. Note: After you add a question to the commodity bank, it can only be edited in the commodity bank. However, when assessing an item's bank
issue, you can specify unique point values and options. To adjust the question point value, type the point value in the Points [1] box, or use the arrows to increase or decrease the point value [2]. To give feedback to students, click the Feedback icon [3]. Click Finish to save the question. Click.
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